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PRO GUARD ENTER INTO SUPPLY CONTRACT WITH BLUE MOBILE
SYSTEMS
ProGuard selects GuardTools® as the Tour System
San Francisco, CA, January 6, 2015– Pro Guard enters into a supply contract with Blue Mobile Systems.
Pro Guard Security, a premier provider of security services in the Bay Area, is pleased
to announce that the company has entered into a preferred supplier contract with
Blue Mobile Systems.
ProGuard has entered into a preferred supplier agreement with Blue Mobile System who will be
providing ProGuard with a complete operational tour system by the name GuardTools®. The tour system
is an industry leading product and will enable ProGuard to further enhance the quality of services
delivered to their clients. The tour system is a fully integrated system, which supports the ongoing
operations and communications between the officers in the field, the back office and the client. The
client can access and supervise in real time the tasks performed in the field and be notified immediately
in the case of an emergency or escalation of a situation.
“Implementing and rolling out the GuardTools® system throughout the company will
enhance the level of control we have of our assets in the field and allow us to fully
integrate our operation with the clients’ changing security needs”, says Nils Welin,
CEO of ProGuard Security. “As a technology driven company, the evaluation and
implementation of new and useful technology is key in keeping our competitive
advantages in the industry”.
“The type of clients and the focus on operational excellency within ProGuard, makes
them a perfect match for our product”, says Leo De Meere, CEO for Blue Mobile
Systems. “Having worked with Nils Welin at his prior company, we know that our
technology will be used to its fullest capacity. We are very pleased to have ProGuard
as our launch customer in the CA market”.
Another benefit of the GuardTools® system is it auto-reporting functionality; allowing the officer on-site
to automatically generate more frequent and accurate reports. This benefits the entire operational
chain of command by reducing – if not eliminating – the need for time-consuming paper reports.

About ProGuard
Founded in 1998, ProGuard Security provides unmatched level of customer service in the delivery of
quality contract security services. The company offers a highly integrated security solution with a high
level of automation and technology built into the delivery of quality security services.
ProGuard’s determination to WOW each client is a true testament to the company’s focus on quality
services. From the inception of ProGuard, the company’s focus has been squarely placed on; Our People,
Our Process and Technology. Our daily focus on building the right team, develop the employees through
ongoing industry leading training courses, and supporting the employees with the right tools and
leadership in the execution and delivery of service has proven to build lasting value with our clients and
employees.
All employees at ProGuard are offered great advancement possibilities within the organization and to
truly grow with the company. As a leader in quality of security, ProGuard is also a leader in the
implementation and utilization of the best and most appropriate technology available in the market.
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If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Pro Guard at 180 Montgomery Street
Suite 750, please contact us at info@proguardsecurityservices.com
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